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Abstract—Android is a major target of attackers for ma-
licious purposes due to its popularity. Despite obvious ma-
licious functionality of Android malware, its analysis is a
challenging task. Extracting and using features that dis-
criminate malicious and benign behaviors in applications is
essential for malware classi�cation in using machine learning
methods. In this paper, we propose a new feature in Android
malware classi�cation process which in combination with
other proposed features, can discriminate malicious and be-
nign behaviors with a good accuracy. Using components such
as activities and services in Android applications’ source code
will lead to di�erent �ows on invoking between application’s
components. We consider this �ows of invoking between as
a new feature which based on Android malware behaviors
analysis, is di�erent in benign and malicious applications.
Even tough inter-app communications have been covered in
many researches, using intra-app communication as a feature
in Android malware analysis �eld using ML methods has
been seldom addressed. Our results show that we are able
to achieve an accuracy as high as 85% and a false positive
rate as low as 10% using SVM classi�er on a data-set contain
10,320 Android malware and benign applications.

I. Introduction

Nowdays, smart phones prepare common functionality of

traditional computers for users because of the improvements

in their hardware and computing capabilities [1]. There are so

many third party markets which contain applications in dif-

ferent categories for users [2]. However, the trustworthiness

of third party applications’ developers can not be veri�ed

and these markets usually are the main origin of malicious

applications distribution [3], [4]. Based on McAfee reports in

2013, there are 68,000 malicious Android applications which

indicate a 197% increase over 2012 [2]. These malwares steal

users private data, sending premium-rate SMS messages, and

generally do malicious actions on users devices.

Using Machine Learning (ML) in classi�cation algorithms

for malware analysis [5], [6], [7] has been considered in

many researches to enable better detection of unknown

malwares. While malware classi�ers with ML algorithms

have the potential to detect Android malwares on market

shares, there are a number of challenges in determining

which features are the most e�ective in malware detection.

In addition to use a good classi�er and also a good data-

set in classi�cation process, the most important concept in

application analysis is providing a good set of features in

which illustrates the structure and discriminates malicious

and benign behaviors obviously. Furthermore, a problem was

raised when we want to decide how many features we would

choose for the classi�cation task from the ranked lists in the

output of a feature selection algorithm.

In order to have a good sense about application structure in

the application analysis process, in this paper, we have pro-

posed a new feature for structure-aware analysis of Android

malwares. Android applications can use di�erent components

in their program codes based on di�erent attributes of func-

tionalities [8]; For example, Services are used for background

processing and do not have any interface for interacting

with users. Using these components in application source

code will lead to di�erent �ows on invoking application’s

components in benign and malicious applications which have

been seldom addressed in Android malware analysis �eld.

We have used this information alongside of other proposed

features in previous works in an SVM classi�er. The proposed

solutions in this research area have focused on inter-app

communication analysis [9], [8], [10], [8] or �nding vulnera-

bility in application interface via intra-app communication

analysis [11], [12], [13]. Our approach is based on intra-

app communication analysis for malware detection usin ML

classi�ers. In order to �nd the optimum combination of

features with di�erent sample data-set, we use, six sets with

di�erent sample sizes for each combination of component-

�ow with other features. Our results show that our proposed

feature could help us to �nd malicious applications in a data-

set containing 10,341 benign and malicious applications with

84% accuracy and little false positive (10%) samples.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we introduce

our proposed feature and our system design for detecting

Android malwares in Section II, and present a detailed eval-

uation in Section III. Related works are discussed in Section

IV, and Section V concludes the paper and enumerates

limitations of our approach.



II. Proposed Feature and Motivation

A. Over View

In this section, we will explain the structure and steps of

our ML-based classi�er, features which we will use in our

classi�cation process, and our methodology for extracting

these features from "apk" �les. Furthermore, we will explain

our motivation for using a new feature in classi�cation

process. In Fig. 1, two phases of training and detection phase

of our SVM classi�er have been shown. In the training phase,

we �rst, disassemble applications’ apk �les, extract di�erent

features and information from generated Smali �les of the

applications, and generate SVM’s support vectors of features.

Working directly on Smali codes [14] helps us to overcome

the limitations that obfuscation techniques create for most

static analysis tools and make them ine�cient. For extracting

some of our used features, we have used Androguard tool set.

Androguard [15] is a tool set that provides a fairly easy-to-

use interface for analyzing and reverse engineering Android

applications at byte code level.

Afterwards, we use extracted features to train a single-

class Support Vector Machine (SVM) [16], using the Scikit-

learn framework [17], which provides a �rendly interface

to LIBSVM [18]. SVM is a supervised learning method that

proceeds through dividing the training data by an optimal

separating hyperplane. Then, we divide our data-set for

training and detection phase and train our classi�er with

di�erent couple of feature sets.

B. Motivation and Extracted Features

In order to use any classi�cation algorithm, we need

to �rst extract appropriate features from application in a

way that extracted features exhibit the application structure

and behaviors. Android malwares use di�erent trikes to

bypass existing detection methods [19],[20] and [21]. One

of these techniques is using di�erent kinds of components

that provide this ability for malicious application to run its

malicious actions in the background or in a speci�c time [19].

Android applications can use four di�erent components in

order to perform their actions. These components are activity,

service, broadcast receiver, and content provider. Activities

are applications’ interfaces. Services are used for background

processing. Anytime that an action needs to perform a long

time operation in which do not need user interactions,

developers use this component. Broadcast receivers as an

interesting class in Android programming, are triggered via

broadcast messages in the system or received messages from

other components of applications. Using content providers,

developers can store and retrieve data from SQL Lite data

base [20]. Android uses Intents for provide a mechanism for

interacting an application’s components with each other. An

Intent object, is a passive data structure that has an abstract

description of an operation to be performed [10].

Using components such as broadcast receivers is a very

common behavior in Android malwares [20], [21]. Di�erent
component usage in the application’s source code can generate

�ows on invoking between di�erent components which is dis-
criminate in benign and malicious applications. An instance of

this �ow between Android components has been addressed in

Fig. 2. Based on Fig. 2, receiving an event inside the system,

for example, can trigger a broadcast receiver component, and

then, an activity is invoked by this component and a method

from a service component will be triggered afterwards.

In below, we have explained our proposed feature and

three of the most used features in previous researches which

have been used in combination with our proposed new

feature in evaluation section.

1) Component Invoking Flow: In training and detection

of our proposed system, for every given application, we

extract its components’ name from the manifest �le. Each An-

droid application has a XML �le, called "Manifest.xml", which

contains some important information about the application

such as names of its components, and required permissions

of the application. For each component, we identify its

methods and afterwards, we construct a Component Flow

Graph (CFG) between its components. CFG is an abstract

representation of a �ow in which vertices represent the name

of application’s components, and edges represent the possible

paths of method invoking of di�erent components.

2) Permissions: Every application in Android system

must de�ne di�erent permissions in order to access cer-

tain resources of the Android operating system. For

example, the permission "android.permission.INTERNET"

requests the right to access the Internet, and "an-

droid.permission.READ_CONTACTS" requests the right to

access contacts database on the user’s device [22]. These

permissions have been used in many researches for malware

analysis purpose [21], [3], [23].

3) Security Sensitive APIs: Another feature which has

been used in [21] and [22] as a good feature for malware anal-

ysis is Security Sensitive APIs (SS-APIs) in the application

source code. SS-APIs are those APIs in the Android system

which handle a security sensitive action in the system (for

example, access to the camera) [19]. These APIs trigger An-

droid access control mechanism whenever they are invoked.

We have used Felt et al. [22] research results for identifying

SS-APIs inside the byte codes of applications.

4) Application Intent Information: There is di�erent

information about components of an application such as

intent �lters inside the manifest �le. For example, an intent

�lter is an expression that speci�es type of intents which an

speci�c component in the application would like to receive.

Whenever a new event occurs in the system, such as re-

ceiving a new sms, Android system will �nd the appropriate

component for invoking based on the contents of the intent

�lters declared in the manifest �le. Malicious applications can

capture system events with this capability and trigger their

malicious codes in speci�c time or conditions. We have used

these information as a feature alongside other features.
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III. RESULTS

Our method is evaluated on a large data-set of real Android

malicious and benign applications. In the following, we begin

by providing a detailed description of our data-set in Section

III-A, then we proceed to evaluate our classi�er’s ability to

detect malicious Android applications in Section III-B.

A. Data Set

Our data-set consists of 5,102 benign applications down-

loaded from o�cial Google play store that we have collected

in July 2016 and 5,287 malicious Android applications ob-

tained from VirusShare and ISBX repositories which are pub-

licly available for researchers. Among these malwares, 4,067

Android malwares have been downloaded from VirusShare

repository [24] and 1,220 malwares from ISBX center [25].

B. Experiments and Results

Our goal is to �nd the impact of using our proposed feature

besides of other features used in previous researches to

�nd malicious application in a data-set contain malware and

benign applications. To evaluate our SVM classi�cation model

using di�erent features, we have used split validation. That

is, we randomly divide our data-set into di�erent instances

for training and testing (detection) phases. We �rst, train

the classi�cation model using training set (2/3) and then,

use the testing instances (1/3) to evaluate our SVM classi�er

using di�erent metrics. In evaluation, we have used below

criterions.

• True Positive (TP): The number of malware instances

correctly identi�ed.

• True Positive Rate (TPR): The proportion of malware

instances that were correctly classi�ed.

• True Negative (TN): The number of benign instances

correctly identi�ed.

• True Negative Rate (TNR): The proportion of benign

instances that were correctly classi�ed.

The results of TP and TN, using di�erent features sepa-

rately in our classi�er, have been shown in Fig. 3. Note that,

increasing the sample size of benign and malicious applica-

tions, causes TP and TN to increase which the best increase

is for component invoking �ow (indicated as Components

�ow in Fig. 3) and permission features. Even though TP

and TN rate in using �ow of invoking between di�erent

components and permission features (3a and 3b) increase

as the sample size is increased, it does not lead to a very

good accuracy. So, for achieving better TP and TN rate,

we ran another experiment, using our same data-set for

training and testing, in order to �nd the best combination

of two features which will produce the best performance

in accuracy, TPR, and TNR. Even though using SS-API
and component invoking �ow features separately generate

good TP and TN values in malware detection, unexpectedly,

as shown in Fig. 4a and 4b, the classi�er’s TN and TP

rate is not the optimum. The optimum combination is for

using permission and component �ow set with 84% TP rate.

The reason is that using features such as permission can

not illustrate a good sense of application’s structure lonely.



We checked some of our classi�er’s labeled applications

manually, and found that some of our samples of benign

and malicious applications have the same set of permissions.

In addition, there is a little similarity between the number

of same �ow between di�erent components in malicious and

benign applications.

For the overall performance, we used the accuracy (the

total number of benign and malware instances correctly clas-

si�ed divided by the total number of the dataset instances),

TPR, and TRN as has been depicted in Fig. 4. These metrics

were calculated as below:

TPR =
TP

TP + FN

TNR =
TN

TN + FP

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN

Though the results obtained by other methods via other

classi�ers maybe are a little better than ours, we can identify

from our experiments that our proposed feature can be used

in Android malware analysis as a potential feature. Due to

limited space of this paper and as our main objective is to

�nd the in�uence of using our proposed feature in Android

malware classi�cation, we have not considered di�erent

classi�cation algorithms in our evaluation and we let this

analysis as a future work.

IV. Related Work

In the area of Android inter-app comminication or ICC

analysis a broad body of work has been published in which

we can classify them in inter-app and intra-app ICC analysis.

There are various methods for detecting Intent hijacking

or spoo�ng and ICC vulnerability via tracking sensitive

information within an app [26], [27], [28]. CHEX [9] is a

static analysis method to automatically vet Android apps

for modeling component hijacking vulnerabilities from a

data-�ow analysis perspective. ComDroid [8] investigates the

vulnerabilities related to ICC. Epicc [27] is a sound static

analysis technique for ICC speci�cations and vulnerabilities.

DroidSafe [10] is a static information �ow analysis tool that

analyzes potential leaks of sensitive information in real-world

Android applications by tracking sources and sinks APIs.

For related inter-app ICC analysis, MR-Droid [11] uses

MapReduce framework for highly scalable and accurate inter-

app ICC risk analysis in a large data set of Android applica-

tions. ICCDetector [12] uses applications’ ICC patterns for

detecting those "advanced malwares" which exploit inter-

application collaboration and are not detectable based on

their resources. In contrast to our approach in which we

just consider ICC patterns extracted from application intra-

app ICC, the main goal of ICCDetector is to examin the

communication between applications and Android system.

IccTA [13] and [29] combine maltiple applications and anal-

yse information �ow in the generated single app. Some other

approaches such as IntentFuzzer [30], INTENTDROID [31],

and FineDroid [32] perform dynamic testing and information

tracking in Android application for privacy monitoring and

detecting unsafe handling of ICC interfaces. DroidMiner

[33] and DroidAPIMiner [34] scan application’s apk �le

and extract sensitive API calls for detecting malwares using

classi�cation algorithms.

Android malware analysis also has been covered via dif-

ferent techniques such as machine learning and data mining

[23], [35] and [36]. A good survey on this �eld can be found

in [5]. In static analysis, static features which are extracted

from applications apk �les have been used in classi�ers and

applied to �nd new patterns in application analysis. Dendroid

[37] uses text mining approach to analyze application’s

code and classify malware families. DROIDRANGER [3]

implements a combination of a permission-based behavioral

foot printing scheme to detect samples of already known

malware families and a heuristic-based �ltering scheme to

detect unknown malicious applications. DroidMat [38] uses

di�erent extracted features such as permission and security

sensitive APIs from application apk �les and applies di�erent

clustering algorithms for malware detection. [20] uses Smali

code instrumentation in Android application in order to

trigger applications di�erent components automatically for

malware detection.

Behind malware analysis, there is a broad body of work

on tracking users privacy and proposing new and �ne-

grained access control in Android. TaintDroid [39] uses data

tainting for tracking data �ows inside the applications for

preserving user privacy. Di�erent new access control at

operating system [37], browser and operting system level [40]

and application level [41] have been proposed for restricting

untrusted applications functionalities. All of these proposed

system rewriting-based approaches can be used for resolving

application ICC vulnerabilities, but using them require the

necessity of modifying the code of monitored apps and the

system and thereby face to legal concerns and deployment

problems [42].

V. Conclusion and Future Work

Using machine learning methods for Android malware

classi�cation, needs using good features from applications’

structure in which discriminate malicious and benign behav-

iors. In this paper, we proposed a new feature in Android

malware classi�cation process which in combination with

other proposed features in the literature can discriminate

malicious and benign applications with a good accuracy. We

�rst showed that the �ow between di�erent applications

components can be a good feature in clustering process.

Then, we illustrated that we are able to achieve an accuracy

as high as 85% and a false positive rate as low as 10%

using SVM classi�er on a data-set contain 10,320 Android

malwares and benign applications using our proposed fea-

ture. However, analysing Android malwares is exposed with

some challenges. A critical challenge in Android malware

analysis is collecting a good data-set of Android malwares or

�nding the best classi�er regarding to the feature attributes
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set per sample size

or data set instances. As a future work, we will use di�erent

data-set and apply our classi�er to them. In addition, this

is very important to use di�erent classi�cation algorithms

in training and detection phase as di�erent algorithms may

have di�erent performance using a data-set or features.
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